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Meeting
Might Be
Cancelled
From Staff and Wire Reports

Alo)(andrla King

A late winter storm moved into New Mexico dropping temperatures and snow all over the state. While Albuquerque
didn't see much snow, the Sandia and Manzano mountains received a good dusting. A gradual warming trend is
expected for the rest of the week.

Arts and Sciences May Change Method
By Amy Miller

such as English, math and foreign
languages, aiming at students who
A plan to reorganize the Arts and have deficiencies in any of these
Sciences college group require- areas.
ments is being studied by the colThe cultural fundamentals group
lege's committee on curriculum and requirements include western civilization, western literature, physics
academic programs.
The plan, formulated almost a or chemistry, earth or biological sciyear and a half ago by an appointed ences, society and personality
task force, calls for changing the theories and appreciation and criticpresent "menu" approach, in which ism of the arts. Perspectives and
students choose from a variety of methods includes cross cultural stucourses to fulfill each group require- dies, systems thinking, and science
ment, to one which would possibly technology and society. -.
Holder said the proposed system
expose students to a greater variety
may require some courses to be
of subjects.
Curriculum committee chairman reorganized or relabeled but no
Richard Holder said that some facul- faculty changes are expected. The
ty have felt that the "menu" new system would possibly allow
approach, which has been in usc for classes to combine several subjects
10 years, is not a good system be- such as English and philosophy, he
cause students arc not gaining an arts said.
Holder said the original task force
and sciences "common cote of
examined many other university
knowledge."
Many students take classes which systems before arriving at this specireinforce their major or minor re- fic one.
While examining the proposed
quirements', or take Jess difficult
classes and arc not exposed to some system, the curriculum committee
courses or subjects they possibly will be asking for input from students, alumni, Albuquerque Public
should be, he said.
The menu system requires stu- School t>fficials, and Arts and Sciendents to fulfill seven out of eight ces college faculty before making a
group requirements including com- final decision. Holder said that the
munications, humanities, biologic- proposal will probably go before the
al/behavioral sciences, physical sci- faculty sometime late this semester
ences, mathematics, social scien- or early next fall.
If the system is approved, actual
ces, foreign languages and fine arts.
The new approach would orga- implementation could take anynize courses into three groups: where from one to three years, he
academic skills, cultural fun- said. If implemented, only first
damentals, and perspectives and semester students would be affected
by the new requirements.
methods.
Arts and Sciences College Dean
The academic skills group requirement would include subjects Chris Garcia, who first presented the

p1an to the task force, said he feels a
new system is needed, though implementation of this one may take a
long time.
"I think we need a common core
of knowledge that all Arts and Sciences students should experience.
We need to re-examine the system in
light of the mid-eighties and the future," he said.
Garcia said he expects the propos-

at will be controversial because 1t
may decrease the amount of student
credit hours taken in some departments. Each department's funding
depends on the amount of student
credit hours taken each semester.
''I hate to sec a plan that is
academicaUy sound be defeated because of fiscal considerations. We
want to proceed slowly and thoroughly to prevent this," he said.

Accidents, Death Blamed
On Snow, Winds in N.M.
(UPI) - The winter storm centered over the southwest comer of
New Mexico Monday brought
heavy snowfall and resulted in
hazardous driving thoughout the
southern half of the state and west
Texas.
The snow was widespread over
southern New Mexico with blowing
and drifting snow reported in the
mountain passes.
As the front moved southeasterly,
weather over the northern part of the
state improved. But snow continued
to pile up over southern New Mexico and west Texas, with Corona
reporting 9 inches and Hope and El
Paso accumulating 5 inches.
No traffic related deaths had been
reported to state police Monday
evening, but poor visibility from
gusting wind and snow, plus slippery pavements, combined to cause
an accident that killed a 35-year-old
El Paso woman and injured four

others as snow covered most of West
Texas.
National Weather Service spokesmen said more snow would fall during the night with a possible accumulation of eight inches in El Paso
by Tuesday morning.
New Mexico State Police blamed
wind and snow for an accident Monday in La Mesa, 25 miles north of El
Paso. The winds knocked over an
empty school bus, injuring the
driver.
In addition to the usual number of
fender-benders reported by police,
heaviest damage was done to budding trees. Agricultural workers said
temperatures were in the 70s and
spring· like on Sunday.
Travelers advisories for snow and
blowing snow remained in effect for
southem New Mexico and the Central Highlands until dark, when the
storm was expected to push out of
New Mexico.

Gov. Toney Anaya said Monday
he may postpone the special session
set to start Friday if the no-tax Senate
coalition refuses to budge.
He said he met with Senate leaders Saturday and they indicated they
did not believe a session would be
productive without a compromise.
The governor planned to meet
with House leaders Monday night
and announce a decision on the spc·
cial session by Wednesday.
Lawmakers prompted the need
for a special session by failing to·
pass a state budget or a capital outlay
package during the regular session.
Lawmakers stumbled when a
coalition of 19 Republican and four
Democrat Senators killed a governor-backed tax package needed to
fund House-approved spending
levels. That action led to a stalemate
between the liberal-controlled
House and conservative-controlled
Senate.
If a special session is not beld, the
state budget will remain at t 983-84
levels. This means the University of
New Mexico would be funded at 96
percent of formula funding for
another year, faculty and staff would
receive no pay increases and tuition
would remain the same.
Anaya said he has tried to work
with the Senate <:oalition since the
end of the regular session, but they
are refusing to concede any issues.
"I don't feel any obligation to try
if it's going to be a total failure.'' he
said.
He said the major issue is the tax
increase and that little dispute has
arisen over the need for spending
more on state government.
Meanwhile, several UNM-related
bills passed during the regular session have or will soon receive an
executive signature.
Bob Gold, spokesman for the
governor, said Anaya has signed
bills funding the state work study
program and creating endowed
facutly chairs, lectureships and
graduate fellowships at state universities.
Gold said the governor is expected to sign a bill Tuesday giving
senior citizens a $5 per credit hour
tuition discount.
The bill was amended to allow
senior citizens to enroJI on the discount plan on a space available
basis, but the dean of admissions
and records docs not forsee a great
increase in senior citizen enrollment.
"I would hazard a guess it
wouldn't have that much of an impact on us in the very ncar future,"
Robert Weaver said. "We won't
need to add classes and professors."

Engineering's Steamed Computer Restarted; All Systems Go
By Steve Shoup
A computer at the Engineering Annex shut
down for almost a week was restarted Friday
with no apparent signs of permanent
damage.
Bill Walden, associate dean for computer
services, said Monday the VAX ll/780
computer "seems to have run well ever

since" its recent restart. The $400,000 system was shut down Feb. 24 after steam filled
two rooms housing the computer and a number of terminals in the Annex. ·
A faulty air conditioner necessary to con·
trol heat and humidity levels in the computer
room delayed the start-up but was fixed
Thursday.

"There's no indication of any loss offunc·
tion, but sometimes these things take a while
to show up," Walden said.
Ceiling tiles and a wall in the Annex damaged by the steam are being replaced, said
Mahlon Williamson, assistant director of the
Physical Plant's utility division. He said the
completion of the repairs, expected to take
place over spring break, will take up to 125

man hours.
The steam spilled into the Annex on the
evening of Feb. 24 after a water main on
campus burst, filling nearby utility tunnels
with water. The steam that filled the Annex
was created when the floodwaters came in
contact with hot steam transmission pipes,
not a steam pipe leak as had been earlier
thought, Williamson said.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

By Eric Kcszler

Poison Gas Suspected
B \(ilJDAD. Iraq
Iraq rcpor!t~d new fighting Ill'ar its k.:y port
town of Ba'i·a and Iran chargl.'d it had ·'sill ill'll'lll docum~nh" to pmw
Bntain supph<.!d d<.!adly dwnll<:al wcapom to ltclp Iraq in the ·+2·11Hlllth
l't:rsian Gulf war.
In Washington. State Dcparrmcnt spol-c,nmn John llli!'h<!'> said that
li.S. intcl.ligcnc.: h;ts evidence Iraq is using lethal poison gas against
iranian troops in the current hatllc ncar Basra.
The officials said the toll h "in the hundreds" and the Iraqis arc
apparently u'ing the gas for the first time in the war.
In Stm·kholm, one of 15 Iranian soldiers flown to Europe for
treatment of burn wouml> tlwt sped a list; said could haw been caused
by chemical bomb-., died Monday of heart failure.
On the war front, lnllJ accused Iran of shelling Basra and the border
towns of Khanaqin, Mandali and Zurbatiych on Monday. killing two
civilians, wounding Ll others and damaging 13 hou-.cs, two schools
and five cars.
In a communique i'osucd in Baghdad, Iraq said its helicopter
gunships raided Iranian positions cast of Basn1. "scoring dire(~! and
dTcctivc hits and intlkting losses in men nnd equipment.''
Iraqi Maj. Gen. Hisham Sabah Fakhri predicted a new massive
lrani;m offensive would be opened M>on in the war, which broke out
Sept. 22, 1980.
"If Iran launches another ag.gres~ion, we shall not greet them with
flowers," he said.
Iran mmle no battle daims Monday but summoned foreign amh~ssa
dor~ in Tehran to he>~r Foreign Minister Aki Akbar Vclayati charge that
Iraq used British-supplied chcnucul weapons to counter Iranian offensives lust month.
Claiming I .000 Iranians have been poisoned, Vclayati invited foreign officuls to visit those "who arc suffering from chemical bums in
hospitals throughout the country."
A Vclayati deputy said Iran has proof that Britain supplied Iraq with
chemical weapons, which both deny.
The British government said Sunday it had not given any kind of
wc~pons to either side. Fakhri s"id Monday that Iraq used only ''conventional weapons" but did not specify the type.
International law prohibits the usc of chemical and biological
wcapom hut it docs not ban countries from producing and stockpiling
them.
Swedi~h associate Professor Bcngt Korlof of the burns unit at
Karolinska hospital said the 17-ycar·old Iranian who died had bums
over 50 percent of his body.
"The suspicions that he had been exposed to chemical weapons
remain and are stronger than before," he said.

Gemayel Scraps Israel Accord
BL:lRUT. Lebanon -·- · l'n~sidl!nt
Amin Cil.'mayd, g!Vlll!! in to Syrian
and rchcl (kmands. wrapped the
May 17 p<!acc :tl·cord with l;rael
Monday and agreed to new
Lebanese reconciliation talks in
S"'itzcrland.
Opposition Moslem militias jointly stated unilateral "total udher-

p.m. local tim~: to an
undcdarcd :?4-hour-old cca,e-firc
that held the fighting ttl ;poradk
madrin\! gun burst<; and mortar fire
Monday, Beirut Radio said.
Th<!re was no comment from the
gov()rnment or Ch~istian mil!tias,
but an hour later Bcrrut wa; stall SIlent.

t:n<x .. at 11

Divided Supreme Court
Permits Nativity Scenes
WASHINGTON -A closely
divided Supreme Court ruled Monday that communities can display
nativity scenes to celebrate Christmas, because creches nrc traditional, and secular, symbols of the holidays.
The Constitution does not require
''complete separation of church and
state," Chief Justice Warren Burger
wrote for the majority in a 5-4 ruling
on a controversial case from Pawtucket, R.I.
He said the Constitution instead
calls for "accommodation, not
merely tolerance, of all religions and
forbids hostility toward any."
The justices reversed a lower
coun ruling that banned inclusion of
a nativity scene in a city Christmas
display in downtown Pawtucket.
The display was challenged by a taxpayers' group and the American
Civil Liberties Union.
Monday's decision th<~t the creche
did not unconstitutionally advance
religion is the first time the nation's
highest court has directly ruled on
public displays of nativity scenes,
although the question has cropped
up nearly every yuletide in recent

"THE IMPACT OF MINORITIES
ON THE LEGAL SYSTEM"

years.
Burt Neuborne, legal director for
the ACLU, called the decision ''part
of an obvious movement by the
cou1t towards a more sympathetic
view of government involvement in
religion."
But, he said, it "is not an open
invitation to government support of
overtly religious events. This is not a
green light for prayer in schools."
The ruling came on the same day
the Senate began debate on a consti·
tutional amendment to permit voluntary prayer in schools, a practice the
Supreme Court struck down in
1962.
And, in another religion case, the
court agreed Monday to decide
whether state laws protecting people
from being forced to work on their
Sabbath unconstitutionally advance
religion.
In the nativity case, the federal
government and Pawtucket city
fathers argued that Christmas is a
"secular folk festival" and that the
creche was merely a hol.iday
symbol.
Burger agreed, saying the Pawtucket display was intended to
"celebrate the holiday and to depict
the origins of that holiday. These are
legitimate secular purposes."
He said the court refused to be
involved in "mechanically invalidating all governmental conduct or
statutes that confer benefits or give
special recognition to religion in
general or to one faith."
But Justice William Brennan, in a
32-pagc dissent, said the Pawtucket
display" amounts to an impennissible governmental endorsement of a
particular faith."
The effect on "minority religious
groups, as well as on those who may
reject all religion," he said, "is to
convey the message that their views
arc not similarly worthy of public
recognition nor entitled to public
support."

·1 h~ Christian-l<:d gowrnmcnt's
dramatic (kL'i->ion to abr,)gatL' the
;!\:cord l'oincidcd with twin lsradi
bombing raid' on suspected Palestinian gucrTilla bases in the mountains
and more Lebanese, American and
French bloodshed in Beirut.
The agreement had ended the
state of war between Lebanon and
Israel and set up conditions for a
withdrawal of Syrian, Israeli and
Palestinian forces from Lebanon.
The United States, meanwhile,
moved an aircraft carrier and most of
its esco.rts away from Lebanon, in
order to participate in NATO exercises, leaving nine combat vessels
behind, the smallest U.S. presence
in Lebanese waters since
November.
Earlier Monday, artillery and
mortar shells slammed into east
Beirut in spillover fighting from the
"Green Line" dividing Chri&tian
cast from Moslem west Beirut.
Scattered fighting between Lebanon's warring factions also shook
the Shouf mountain village of Souk
el Gharb, a key army outpost guarding the approach to Gcmayel' s presidential palace.
Assad and his rebel Moslem allies
had dcm<~nded the accord be scrapped as a condition for a cease-fire in
Beirut and a resumption of national
reconciliation talks aimed at
broadening the Moslem role in
Gemayel's minority Christian government.
Beirut Radio said caretaker Prime
Minister Chefik Wazzan had complied with Gemayel's request "to
suspend the resignation of his
Cabinet," which resigned Feb. 5
amid intense factional W<~rfare.
Gemayel's right-wing Christian
Ph<~lange party allies bitterly
opposed the move and Christian
officials vowed to resist what they
saw as "further Syrian encroachment" in Lebanon.
In Washington, the State Department said the United States "regrets" the Lebanese decision, but
"doesn't intend to abandon
Lebanon."

In west Beirut, gunmen shot
Marine Col. Dale Dorman as he
strolled in civilian clothes along the
waterfront ncar the U.S. Embassy
grounds. He was flown to the USS
Guam off the Lebanese coast with
shoulder and chest wounds where he
was reported in stable condition. It
was the first attack on a U.S. serviceman since U.S. Marines left last
week.
Lebanese security sources said a
p;;;;;;;;;;;;;Oi!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif French soldier in the last remaining
•'
unit of the multinational peacekeep~t,.O
ing forces was killed when gunmen
in a speeding car fired a rocketpropelled grenade into his position
TODAY !!!
on the western side of the Green
Stop waiting till tomorrow. Line.
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Check-Ups Offered Could Change Drinking Habits

J. LEONARD

former President Fisk University and
Assistant Dean Harvard Law School
Wednesday, March 7, 1984

8:00PM
The University of New Mexico School of Law,
1117 Stanford, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
I'rcsl'ttted by the UNM Sl'hool of Law Alumui Asso~iation.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
$100 Down, No Payments Till June '85,
0% Interest, Then $15.52 monthly*
Call today for FREE, no obligation, home solar presentation and utility analysis.....242·2867.
•Price $2,095 plus sales tax of $96.89. ·rota! price of $2,191.89.
$100 down payment, assumes payment of 65% tax credit of
$1,424.73 on or before May 15, 1985, balance of $667.60 payable at
$15.52 per month for 60 months at 14% APR.

The Univcr~ity of New Mexico's
psychology department is offering
drinkers u uniq\lc chance to sec the
negative effects alcohol may be hav-

ing on their lives.
Assodate profe~sor of psychology William Miller is conducting
drinkers' check-ups, designed to inform the p~rticipant of the mental
and physical effects alcohol may be

having on an individual.
"It is not our purpose to label
people. We will not be giving dia~:muscs of alcoholism or problem
drinking. Our program is intended to
help people take a rareful and con-

Pictures Required by Some Facilities;
Faceless IDs Less Expensive for UNM
By Maria DeVarenne
This year, out of the University of
New Mexico's student's fees,
$40,100 was allocated for student
identification cards.
"The non-photo identification
cards can be produced for <~bout one·
third the cost of the photo cards,"
said Maureen Miller, assistant registrar at the University of New
Mexico.
The cost per card for a non-photo
identification card is about 47 cents,
Miller said.
The cost to make the identification cards and the salaries of the people who issue the cards are included
in the budget, she said.
In the past, Miller said the expense of photo IDs has gone over the
amount budgeted.
Miller said UNM can "pull within the budget by using non-photo

IDs."
Problems caused by non-photo
identification cards are generally related to financial transactions, Miller said.
Financial aid, the cashier's office
and the bookstore require a photo
JD, and are effected by the nonphoto IDs, she said.
Housing and food services also
require a photo ID and have solved
their problems by issuing a separate
photo meal ticket, Miller said.
Miller said the athletic department hasn't had problems as previously expected.
ID cards are used by undergraduates carrying 12 or more hours and

graduates with nine or more hours to
attend university athletic events
free.
ID cards are also used to check out
books from Zimmerman library and
to receive service at the Student
Health Center.
Miller said, "The main purpose
of the identification card is to validate student enrollment."
Miller said that in an informal
meeting Wednesday, affected departments discussed having campus
departments that require a photo
identification card contribute money
in order to reinstate the photo ID.

fidential look nt their own drinking." Miller said.
The check-up consi~ts of three
~ocssion' totaling four hours. The
first session explains the process.
the second involves a blood test and
completion of questionnaires and
the third enables the participant to
learn the results of the check-up.
Participants will be followed up
afterwards to find out what they do
with this information, Miller said,
and this is the major part of the experiment.
Miller said the questionnaires arc
designed to find lillY patterns in an
individual's drinking habits and
what effects they might have on his
life. These questions deal with subjects such as family history, amount
and frequency of alcohol consumed,
Miller said.
This is the first time this sort of
test has been done anywhere, Miller
said. The test is different from traditional alcohol education because it
gives the participant an idea of the
negative effects. alcohol is having on
his own body, he said. Health concerns are a good motivation for
change.

The major purpose of the checkup is to find out if it is helpful to
people'. Miller said. The check-up
may he turned into a regular public
service if it proves to be sucl.'csful.
he said.
Miller said he would like to sec a
drinker's check-up as part of routine
medical exams in the future.
Miller has been working on this
project for a year and a half and on
alcohol research for 10 years.
Miller said he expects to complete
results from this experiment in three
or four years. He said it is a very
slow process because people need to
be followed up after the check-up.
Miller said he is looking for people who don't have a serious drinking problem, but h<~ve a chance of
becoming alcoholic. He said the
exam is safe and the participant is
not labeled. Miller said participants
will decide for themselves what to
do with the information from checkups.
Only 90 check-ups will be
offered. The cost is $15 and all participant's names will be kept confidential. To register or for more information, c<~ll 277-5015.

Pratt Plans
UNM Visit
State Representative Judith Pratt,
a Democrat from District 18. will
visit the University of New Mexico
today and Wednesday.
Rep. Pratt, a Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate this election
year, will speak at the Wednesday's
ASUNM Senate meeting, various
classes and other functions during
her two-duy visit.
Pratt will appear today at:
• 7:30 to 8:30a.m. in the Student
Union Building.
• 10 a.m. to noon outside of the
Engineering building.
• Noon to I p.m. at La Posada
Dining Hall.
Pratt will appear Wednesday at:
• 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. at the SUB.
• I to 3 p.m. at the duck pond.
• 4:30 to 4:45 p.m. at the
ASUNM Senate meeting.
• 5:30 to 7 p.m. at a faculty and
student reception at 421 Solano SE.

Women's Power
Feminist's Main
Lecture Topic
By Anne Buckley
Feminist revolutionary, visionary
and theorist, Mary Daly, will speak
on "Wanderlust/Wondcrlust: Remembering the Elemental Powers of
Women" Wednesday evening.
An associate theology professor
at Boston College, Daly also has
theology and philosophy doctorate
degrees from the University of Fribourg, Switzerland.
Daly is the author of The Church

and the Seco11d Sex; Beyond God the
Father: Towards a Philosophy of
Womm's Liberatio11; GynfEcology:
The Metaetltics of Radical Feminism; and Pure Lrw: Elemental
Femiliist Phi/osoplty.
Daly is regarded as ''the first philosopher of feminism," and a vital
feminist thinker.
The presentation, in recognition
of International Women's Day, is
sponsored by the University of New
Mexico's Women's Studies program, the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico's Speak·
ers' Bureau, the Women's Center,
Gay Lesbian Student Union lind
Common Bond.
Daly will appear 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Regener Hall. A $3
donation is requested.

DEVELOP YOUR
CAREER
OUR REPRESENTAnVE WANTS
m INTERVIEW ••• YOU!
Located on the coast between the cultural
and educational opportunities of Los Angeles
and the scenic coastline and beautiful beaches of
the Ventura/Santa Barbara area, THE NAVAL SHIP
WEAPON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STATION
(NSWSES) at Port Hueneme, California (that's "NEMESIS"
at "Port Why-nee-me") has exceptional Civil Service career
opportunities for graduating engineers.
YOU will be working with experts in weapon systems technology
involving in-service engineering and integrated logistics support for U.S. Navy
ships in the fields of tactical software, digital computers, missile testing, launching
systems, radars and systems engineering.
If you currently hold a BS degree (or will have one shortl)) in Electronics Engineering
(or another discipline with electronics background or interest) we have Civil Service
positions for:
*Electronic Engineers
*Electronic Technologists
*Electronic Technicians
WE OFFER a federal benefits package as well as the challenge of dynamic career
growth: Flextime, the opportunity for graduate education at nearby universities and
colleges, uncrowded community living set on a scenic coastline of unparalleled
beauty. Hiking ••• surfing ..• sailing .•. exploring the Southern California Mission
heritage, the musical events of Ojai, and the horse trails of the ranches
and canyons.
We are just a short drive north from the cultural and educational diversity of Los
Angeles, yet our uncrowded, smog-free, relaxed environment sets us a world
apart. Come see us. Develop your career and your lifestyle.

Naval Ship
Weapon Systems
Engineering Station
PORT HUENEME, CA
Affirmative Action Emplover
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Better Grades, More Freedom Offered

Forum

By Mark Williams

--Commentary--

by Berke Breathed
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Health Care Sickly

\
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By Wilbur Cohen
Editor's Note: Wilbur Cohen was secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare under President Johnson and is currently co-chair of
Save Our Security.
In 1965, President Johnson signed Medicare legislation into law,
providing basic health insumnce for the elderly. It was a new milestone in America's ongoing efforts to safeguard the quality of life for its
older citizens.
In 1965, Congress also enacted Medicaid- a federal-state program of health care for the needy, enabling them to obtain services
they could not otherwise afford. In the past two decades, then, America has taken giant steps forward in providing health benefits for
those most vulnerable to high medical costs.
Today, America faces extraordinary inflationary pressures
throughout the entire health care field. In 1982, total national expenditures for personal health care represented 10,5 percent of the gross
national product- the largest share in history. And the inflationary
spiral gives no sign of slowing down.

Adequate health care is still
not available to everyone. Medicare and Medicaid have improved access to some services
but in recent years even those
protections have eroded.

National Forum:
An Insider's Look

At Public Issues

Our goal must be an efficient and effective health care delivery
system which will provide access to health care to all people as a
matter of right, in a responsible manner. We must find solutions
which deal with all health care expenditures, not only those costs
which show up in the federal budget.
To make this worthy goal a reality, support for the following is
essential:
1. Legislation to put a brake on cost escalation and halt further
reductions in benefits.
2. Prospective budgeting for all payors and providers, public and
private, assuring access to the health system for all without reducing
the quality of health care.
3. Mandatory assignment under Medicare for all physician pay·
ments. This means all physicians would have to accept the reimbursable amounts set by Medicare as payment in full for every Medicare
patient and for every episode of illness.
4. Improved access to a full range of health care services for the
chronically ill, including home help, hospice and out-patient care.
5. Improved coverage for preventive care needs, with particular
emphasis on health education, to help keep people healthy, instead of
waiting to care for them until they become sick.
6. Catastrophic insurance coverage, as a matter of right, for people
with long·term medical problems.
7. Improvements in Medicare benefits, including reimbursements
for prescription drugs, eyeglasses, hearing aids, dental care and
long-term care benefits.
B. Federal financing of Medicaid, with the entire cost paid from
federal general revenues, accompanied by uniform benefit levels
throughout the nation, and liberalization ofthe income and assettest.
9. Uniform levels of reimbursement for all public and private
payors, so that costs would be consistent throughout the health care
system.
10. Adequate funding for health insurance forthe unemployed on a
continuing basis so that workers and their families will not lose health
coverage when they lose their jobs.
11. Federal financial and technical aid for non-profit health maintenance organizations which serve as models of efficient and costeffective health delivery.
12. Consumer participation in the decision-making process to make
these programs more responsive to the needs of people.
13, A universal national health care plan with comprehensive
coverage and benefits, cost and quality controls, annual budgets and
a reorganized health delivery system.
Medicare, like the rest of Social Security, is a compact between the
government and the people. The Reagan administration proposes
breaching that compact. We cannot permit that to happen.

-·---Letters---outdoor Business Deserves Security
Editor:
After reading a few articles on the closing of
Chris Sawicki's outdoor stand on Harvard and
Central, Iwas dissatisfied with the information on
the subject. As it is still a matter of interest, I'm
hoping that you will print this letter to fill out the
details.
Last Friday, when Sawicki was given the
choice of packing up his business or being sub·
ject to arrest, he was told that he was in violation
of zoning ordinances. When further examination
could bring to light no written law that he had
broken, he was told that he had been obstructing
the sidewalk. One function of zoning ordinances,
however, is to prevent this from happening by
demanding a 6-foot clearance on walkways.
Sawicki had 7-foot clearance over and above
what was required. Apparently neither charge
would apply to the put-out business.
The issue of proper licensing has been raised.
City zoning enforcement officer Robert Romero
has been quoted as saying that Sawicki's outdoor

~Anti-Student
Editor:
Once again the housing department, in the apparition of
Dean G. Randy Boeglin, has·
. , . rendered the latest in a tradi·
tion of anti-student decisions
ostensibly intended to maintain
a "stable residence hall environment."
This time a dance was can·
celed in the interests of moral in·
tegrity and the social status quo
in the dorms. Coronado Hall was
planning a "New Wave" dance
for the entertainment of UNM
students. You can almost hear
the rusty gears in Dean Boeglin's
head clashing: "Oh my GodNew Wave? You mean drugcrazed hard core punk rockers
armed with broken beer bottles
and machetes cruising the halls
with visions of sex and violence
influencing their every actl Why
aren't these kids satisfied with
the "normal," patronizing, high·
school style dances that we al-

solicitations license did not allow for the setting
up of a stationary business. There is no other type
of license to be obtained to back an outdoor business like Sawicki's, If there were, he could be
back outside working with a simple fee to pay.
What the issue seems to be, then, is whether
our laws make allowances for an independently
run, outdoor business. Many go into business for
themselves to accommodate their personal preferences in working environments and lifestyle.
Setting up business outside, for example, is an
alternative to the confinement of a building all
working day. The question is whether an individual who follows all possible legal guidelines
can be guaranteed the right to set up business
outside without the rug being unexpectedly
yanked from beneath his feet.
Authorities have still not pointed out any legal
violations by Sawicki. Unless they are able to do
so, he belongs back in business at Harvard and
Central.
Janet Hathaway

Decision' Cancels Dance

ways have? If I show my weakness now, who knows where the
dominoes may fall next. My god,
they might demand fitted
sheets!"
And so the man best known
for his "Cleared for Dorm Posting" stamp •.. retreated into his
bureaucratic bunker and set about the task of destroying the
planned dance of civil disobedi·
ence.
This incident involving the
"New Wave" dance is indicative
of the psychology of Dean Boeglin and his aides. They are frightened of any activity that is diffe·
rent, innovative or falls outside
of what they see as appropriate
for us- their charges. We, the
affected students, are simply
trying to struggle through our
classloads and have a decent
place to live. We don't need the
additional burden of fighting the
UNM chapter of the "Moral
Majority." Give us a break, Dean
Boeglin- move to Hobbs.

Mario S. Picezo
Sharon Comiskey
John L. Robbins
Tim Baros
(and 13 other signatories!

"If you want higher grades, live
in the dom1s." lt's one of the major
recruitment pitches of the University
of New Mexico dorms, and the statistics seem to support it. Male dorm
students generally do better than
other male students, and the same is
true for female dorm students and
their outside-world counterpart~.
Docs this mean that living on
campus makes good grades ca~ier,
or docs it mean that off-campus living hobbles academic pursuit?

Second of a
Five-Part Series
Statistics at the UNM housing
office indicate that even one semester in the dom1s will push the student's grade point average up. A student who lives off campus, but spent
at least one semester in the dorms
will have average higher grades.
The January 1984 UNM report,
Selected Indicators on Students,
cites the nebulous "tug of the city"
as the cause of low participation by
students Jiving off campus, If that is
so, then perhaps living in the dorms
increases the tug of the campus.
How do you make a commuter
campus attractive for the few students who do live here?
No new facilities are going to add
to the attraction in the forseeable future. The last dorm to be built, Laguna-De Vargas, was finished in 1969,
and no new structures are in the University's master plan.
But Bob Schulte, Housing and
Food Services director, said because
of student and administration
efforts, some changes are taking
place.
Residence Hall Student Association members, disappointed at being
left out of the planning picture, took
the situation in their own hands.
They created an ad hoc committee to

In reference to Ms. Amedeo·
Eineker's letter of March 2,
please give credit where credit is
due. Please note:
"That Which has come to be,
that is what will come to be; and
that which has been done, that is
what will be done; and so there is
nothing new under the sun."
Ecclesiastes 1 :9
(King Solomon of Israel, circa
1000 B.C., approximately 2600
years before Shakespeare.)
Michael E. Vigil

l'NM Wotorpolo Club wilt moct from 710 9 p.m.
'Iunday through Friday at the olympic pool.
hcr)·one v.·clcomr:. Mare lnfonnalion Is avaUablc at
R81·30l6.
Alpha Phi·Omtjl will ha~·r: a meelin& ·at 6:30p.m.
in the SUB, Room 230. Delta Tau cbapler of APO
\"Ill haYe an executh,.e meelfngat6:15 p.m. with the
Sc:ction 41 leader before the rc:gu1at meeting besins.
More information is avaitiblcat 24l-8l75.
Spun will mec:t at 7:3op.m. in the SUB, Room 253.
H you can't make it please caD an orricer~ More
hiformation is available lit 177-4271.

S•rmu1ry Gro•' holds a closed AA mir:elina for
alcoholics only al noon Tuesdays and Thursdays
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was arraigned in Albuquerque Mon·
day in the murders of his 23-year-old
wife, Irene, and her 33-year-old
brother Curtis Wilson.
The slayings occurred on the reservation Saturday night, officials
said.
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jack's Lounge

and

1504 Central SE
(5 blks. west of UNM)

Restaurant Carry-out orders 242·7490
\'~~:a•• Richard•s Dollar Happy Hour
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Member, New Mexico Press Association

information is available at 277-4001~
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GALLUP (UP!) - Federal offi:
cials Monday charged a 22-year-old
Arizona man in connection with a
double shotgun slaying on the Nava·
jo Indian reservation near Ganado,
Ariz.
Joel Carlson, FBI special agent in
Gallup, said Carmen L. Sandoval
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will be held April 4, 1984
11 full-term positions
available

Rapli.\1 St•dfru tl•lo• serves home-Cooked meab
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\\omtn'J Studies will present a talk by feminist
<lttlhor Mary Daly on uwindcrlusVWondcrlust: Rerl1cmbcting the Elemental PowersofWomcn•• at 7:30
r• m. tn Regener Han. There "ill be: a 53 donal ion
rcqul!'\ltd at the door. More information i!; 8\"ailable
·'' r':'-3929.

ASUNM Senate
Election

1he Newman Center.. More information is avai1abteaa

UNM fracl•l Cl•b win meet at 'i p.m. Tue<day
a1id Thur1day in CarlisiCOymnasium.
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•n Dorm Life
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_____ _.

a~~,-,rant dean ot Hnn'ird Law School, on UJmpact
''' Minorities on the: Legal System." 1 at 8 p.-m. in
nrattnn Uall, Room 2401. More Information Is
a•all.lbl< 01 217·9044.
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loicbool of Ll'l¥ Will prcsenl a lecture &y Walter J.
t Ct1n;ud, former president of Fisk University and
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study what they wanted done. got a
student architect to help them with
the plans and submitted definite
proposals to the University's
architects office.
Today, many of their ideas arc
being: incorporated in the $100,000
landscaping project in front of La
Posada hall. Future dorm students
will have the unobstructed view of
Johnson Field, along with benches.
a lawn and recreation area. and planters in a once-barren ten·ain.
Another attraction for the oncampus student is the activities
program supported by the housing
administration but run, planned and
financed by the students. From inter-dorm olympiads Ca Ia "battle of
the network stars"). to barbecues,
dances, a theatre anti a game
room- the dom student today has
many things to chose from that weren't available 10 years ago.
A room personalization campaign
has also helped make students feel at
home on campus. Paint, overhead
projectors and other supplies, along
with instructions on how to use
Alexandria King
them, are given to the students so A view of Clark Whitehorn's triplet dorm room in Honkona Hall. Whitehorn is lucky in that he
that they can paint their room or hall- has the room all to himself this semester instead of having to share it with two roommates.
way the way they want. Hallways
and buildings have contests to see
who has the best mural, or who did perfect. About two years passed bethe most tasteful job. Aside from a fore student-requested microwave
few restrictions (no fire-engine red ovens were finally installed, and a
or glossy black enamel), students similar sort of delay occurred before
have a free hand and the results have La Posada got a salad bar, Schulte
said,
been impressive, Schulte said.
The housing administration has
But, generally, if things don't get
another motive, though. in allowing done it's because other things are
17¢ per word per issue, four or less
students to personalize their' 'turf,'' getting done. And the fact that the
times.
other than generosity. A student dorms arc for the first time running
who gets to mark his or her area is far at capacity means someone's doing
12¢ per word per issue, five or more
Jess likely to vandalize a room or let something right.
others vandalize the building,
For more information about donn
consecutive times (no refunds).
Schulte said.
life call UNM Housing Reservations
Housing is also publicizing van- and Collections at 277-2606.
$1.00 minimum charge.
dalism, and this seems to have
Deadline is 1 p.m. the business day
brought the problem under control,
Schulte said.
before the ad is to run.
However, other problems remain. 1 today at 131 Marron
1
The recent rash of deliberately-set '--~---11111.
131 Marron Hall 277-6228
trash fires prompted <tn investigation
by the fire department to make sure
the buildings meet safety standards.
And communication between students and administration is never

Wednesday's Events

Solomon Said It

o,

Call Drinks $1.50 4:30·6:30p.m.

~-~

Try our great Lobo Burger, watch for our ~·· fl>\'f.\•
Specials, and don't forget the
fJ~ a.&i
Best Pizti\ in Town!
.

Daily e!llcepl Sunday ll:OOa.m. • lO:OOp.m.

"0•

Petitions are now available
Deadline March 21, 1984 5:00 p.m.
SUB Room 242

Polling Places Will Be:
The Student Union Building
Bus Stop (Across from campus Police Station)
Nursing/Pharmacy Building
La Posada Hall
Marron Hall
Mitchell Hall
Farris Engineering Center
Anderson School of Management
Johnson Gym
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Poet Tomlinson Uses Words To Describe Paintings

Lobo Skiers Head to NCAA's

Uy Laura Archer
How is it that painters can so ortcn be such powerful
poets'! Charles Tomlin~on, the British poet prcs<!ntcd
today by the Univcrsity of New Mexico Poets and
Writers Series, offers this answer: "Visual art: not the
unleasher of 'the subconscious,' but a cure for blindness.~'

The poet, graduate of Queen's College, Cambridge
and recipient of the Frank O'Hara award, has published
more than 20 volumes of poetry. He has edited books on
William Cc;rlos Williams and Marianne Moore and has
translated the works of Vallejo and Paz., among others.
Tomlinson's book, In Black and White (1976), is
devoted exclusively to graphic art, primarily works in
which he combines collage and surrealistic techniques
known as decalcomania.
In Words and Images ( 1972), Tomlinson juxtaposes
his poetry and painting, at least in form - in content
they intertwine:
image on image bends
where half-lights fill it
with illegible depths
and lucid passages,
bestiary of stones,
books without pages
From "On Water," companion to "Willendorf
Grotto"
Tomlinson's books The Way of a World (1969) and
The Flood (1981) contain poems of his experience in
New Mexico in 1962-63 when he was holder of the
D.H. Lawrence fellowship at UNM.
His poems follow the graphic line. In the words of
Octavio Paz, his readers "look through" .thei_n. They
create an "outer reality ... a climate which mvolves

I

•
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Trio Makes Music ~For the Love of It'

Poet Charles Tomlinson intertwines his paintings, such as this
one titled Willendort Grotto, with his poetry, in this case the
poem On Water.

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
More Than 150 Typefaces Available
For Further Details 2n-5656
131 Marron Hall

/lrll \Popejoy BaD

By Marjorie Shapiro Stein
Joanna de Keyser, cello; Leonard
Fclberg, violin; George Robert,
piano; separately they arc virtuosi,
together- as the Seraphin Trio their collective artistry exceeds
their individual excellence.

WHERE ALL THE

GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students and
Popejoy Hall Present

The Lusty, Gutsy, Sensational
(See TIME, NEWSWEEK, Febrnary 6 issues)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
~
~

TWYLATHARP
DANCE THEATER
TONIGHT,

us. an impulpablt! substance, at on~e physical and
mental."
If Tomlinson can be called a surrealist striving n~1t
toward fantasy. but toward perception, Kenneth Jrby 1s
a landscape artist.
Irby, the pastoral poet reading Thursday at 7:3~ p.m.,
desires to ''take in all 'this vast and shaggy contmcnt of
ours' from the home spot and hopefully, wholly
beyond."
In his book Relation, lrby explores the land and the
people in it, drawing lines of relationship from one to
the other.
He writes pastoral verse- "poetry that feeds
us" - and draws on a "common Great Plains Mysticism." His poetry is dominated "by the conviction that
the landscape demands us and reveals us:''
The plains in the mind
eroded to the Ground
the self lost on off
in those steep and wandering canyons
From "Relation"
Irby has degrees from the University of Kansas, Harvard and Berkeley. His many books include The Roadrunner, The Snow Queen and Catalpa. Irby was raised
in Kansas and lived in New Mexico for many years.
Poetry readings in the series are co-sponsored by the
Associated Students of UNM, Graduate Student Association, the department of English and the creative writing program.
Future readings include the poet Clark Coolidge on
March 19 and novelist John Nichols. Nichols was originally scheduled to read April4 but has been rescheduled
for AprillS. All readings are held in Humanities I 08 at
7:30p.m.

8:15 PM(Subscribcr Night)

The group has pertormed as an
ensemble since 1969 and has shared
many thousands of hours in practice
and in performance. "Now, after
many years, it's easy for us to prepare for concerts and to anticipate
one another's reactions, but the
music is alw<tys difficult," re·
marked Fe! berg, professor of violin.
..We have developed a sense of
following, listening, sharing from
our experiences together as musicians," he continued. "But a piano
trio is especially demanding because
the balance has to be perfect. The
strings must be more soloistic; the
pianist, brilliant. He cannot
smother - he cannot overpower- the strings, or he will destroy
their tone quality.
The Scraphin Trio has performed
extensively in New Mexico and has
traveled to Colorado, Texas, Utah
and Arizona.
"En route we've given many
school concerts," Fclberg said.
"Through the years we have found
faithful, appreciative audiences,
sensitive to the kind of music we
offer·.
"We're also an extension of the
music department. The Seraphin
Trio is part of our ongoing education
as well as a continuance of our professional lives.
"Each of us in the Trio plays for
the love of it. I find it totally gratifying to be involved with something
beautifuL There's an inherent excitement, pleasure and joy in being a
musician. Of course every performer must withstand the frustrations
that come with being an artist, but

that's part of the profession, too.
"All musicians must catch fire at
a certain vital time. Every instrumentalist must begin early. The
three of us started our musical stu·
dies when we were in elementary
school. Now music is my greatest
joy - performing with old friends
and colleagues who are so competent. Phtying keeps the fires alive."
· The Scraphin Trio's upcoming
concert in Keller Hall is typical of its
versatility. The group will perform
trios by Beethoven, Dvorak and
Shostakovitch. "The classism of
Beethoven's 8 Flat Trio accentuates
the drama of the Shostakovitch
work," explained Felbcrg.
"Sadness permeate the Dvorak;
the Shostakovitch is an elegaic
lament; each movement is characterized by mood shifts and alternating
tempos. All the trios provide delicate coloration and well-delineated
contrasts."
The concert will be held in Keller
Halt at 8:15p.m. Wednesday. More
information is available at 2774402.

Snafu
The .articles on the Pretenders
and the Alarm in the March 5
issue of the Daily Lobo named
the wrong place for the concert.
The March 13 concert will be
held at the Civic Auditorium, not
Tingley Colcsium.

(Only 200 scats in balcony remain)

TOMORROW NIGHT,

8:15PM (Extral>.....,,...m!ll·or'"
(Prime scats still, but going fast)

SUMI\IIER CALVik~
Ei\QPLOYI\taEi\tT

Buy Now and A void Disappointment
Students, Faculty, Staff: $8.00, 87.00, S5.50
(Llmit 2 per University J.D. at these prices)

Box Office Hours:
Monday through Friday 10 AM • 5:30 PM
Saturday: Noon • 4 PM

Need summer employment? Summer Camp Staff Recruitment Day Will be held Wednesday, March 7, 10:00
a.m. • 2:00 p.m. in the West Lobby of Johnson Gym.
Come by to learn about the opportunities for you. Visual
displays, brochures, applications and camp personnel
will be on hand to tell you about jobs in camping. Span·
sored by the New Mexico District American Camping
Association and U.N.M. Part-time Employment Office.
Sign up at Part-time Employment, Mesa Vista Hall,
Room 2116.

Telephone 277·3121
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By Jim

Wi~scn

Th~y'rc a cinderella team, but the
opposition takes them more seriously lately. They' vc opened other
skiers· eyes. gained respect and this
week, the University of New Mexico ~ki team has the chance to show
the nation's ski powers that they'n.'
for real.
The top skiers from twenty collegiate teams will partic1patc
Wednesday through Saturday at the
NCAA Championships in New
Hampshire.
The Lobos are looking to equal or
better their perforn1ancc last year in
B1neman. Mont., when they
finished the championships in sixth
place and ended the season ranked
sixth nationally.
Utah, last year's national champion, is favored to win again this
year but Vermont will challenge for
the top spot, said Lobo ski Coach
George Brooks.
"If I had to pick a team to take
first," said Brooks. "I'd pick Utah
day in and day out." The Lobos lost
to Utah five times this season.
In their first meet against Utah,

the Lobos finished second but were
out pointL'd by 113 points. By the
fourth m..:ct. llNM was scl·ond again
but only 40 point;, off the brisk Utah
pace.
If New Mexico is going to finish
with a better ranking this year, they
arr going to have to ski better than
Wyoming and Colorado, two teams
that finished better than the Lobos
did at the nationals last season,
Brooks >aid.
Fifteen skiers will represent New
Mexico in the four day meet, including last season's nntional championhship 3 by 5 cross country team.
Lobos' Wenchc Holkholt, Kjcrsti
Stenberg, and Heidi Sorensen skied
15 seconds faster than the runnerup.
Wyoming, and named AllAmericans.
Max. Wahlquist, Anders Peinert
and Anders Bjum1an will represent
the Lobos in the men's giant slalom
and slalom, Lobos' Mia Wahlquist,
Salia Miettinen and Karen Currie
will ski in the women· s giant slalom
and Lisa Kimura will join Miettinen
and Wahlquist in the women's
slalom.
But New Mexico's strength is its

cross countrv skiers.
Besides l;oasting the women's
national champion relay team. the
Lobo men's cross country team has
skied well this Heasop.
The Lnbo men qualified four
skiers to the nationals. Bret Bodnar,
Pekka Kcmpi, Kristian Nacss and
Espcn Janson will ski for the Lohos
in the cross country events. The top
three Lobo finishers will score for
New Mexico. Many collegiate ski
teams qualified three or kss, making
UNM's chances for a strong finish
better.
"I will be happy if we finish
fourth," Brooks said. "Anything
less than eighth and I' 11 be disappointed."
Brooks said that the loss of Lobo
skier Louise Knight, who had qualified for the nationals earlier in the
season but broke her leg last month,
diminished the depth of the ski team.
"!think we would finish in fourth
place with Knight, but that doesn't
mean we won 'tgetfourth, it just hurt
our depth," Brookes said.
The ski championships will be run
at the Attitash Ski Area in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire.
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UNM top seeded Tony Richey defeated Peter Storch of the
Colorado Miners Monday in a dual match 6-7,6-2 and 6-3. The
UNM tennis team won the total match 8-1.

Turn Out The Lights; NIT Basketball May Be Over
The way it looks now, this March
could be the last bow for the National Invitation Tournament, the oldest
national basketball tournament in
the nation. With the NCAA going to
64 teams next year, it would seem to
be the death knell for that basketball
mecca called Madison Square
Garden.
They say the beat must go on, but
forme there's only sadness to see the
white flag go up, see the Goliaths
finally kill David, to watch the lights
go out and the NIT become a part of
the past, a piece of nostalgia, like
minor league baseball, semi-pro
football, the nickel candy bar, and
toy soldiers made out of lead.
Ever since the NIT got its slap on
the bottom in 1933, a year before the
NCAA saw the light, fans have thrilled to many great moments. Take
back in 1945 when Ernie Calverly
made his shot from half-court for the
University of Rhode Island to put the
game against Bowling Green into
overtime. Bowling Green went on to
win that one, but then DePaul and
coach Ray Meyer grabbed the brass
ring by beating the Falcons, behind
George Mikan, the first of the great
big men.
Another memorable NIT would
have to be 1950, when City College
of New York became the only team
in college history to win both the
NIT and NCAA in the same year.
Back in those days, you could enter
both, and Bradley University was
the Beavers' victim in the title game
both times.
Over the years, the NIT has been a
showcase for great players, like
TommyHeinsohn, Lenny Wilkins,
Kevin Loughery, John Shumate,
Gary Brokaw and who can ever
forget Sihugo Green, who scored 33
points in Duquesne's 1955 title victory?
Personally, I'll never forget when
Southern lltinois held George (Brute
Force) Thompson, Marquette's all~
time leading scorer, to 12 points and

mite powers from throughout the
country, with a limited amountt of
flavor for the Big East television
corridor from Boston to Washington, D.C.
By doing that, it would allow continuity, and would keep alive the
NIT tradition that it has truly been
one of the centerpieces of collegiate
basketball for more than 40 years.

Walt Frazier scored 21 to beat us in
the 1967 title game. And, of course,
the 1970 NIT, which we won, after
l'd told the NCAA to take a hike
when they sent us out of our mideast
regional to the midwest.
During my playing days at St.
John's in the early 1950's, we went
to the NIT three times under Frank
Mcguire. Back then, the garden was
the Zenith, Miller time, the ultimate
stage for all coaches and ballplayers
to appear on. That's the old garden
l'm talking about, on 49th Street and
8th Avenue. It was the first place
college basketball became big business.
There are. in my opinion, three
ways the NIT might still survive.
One way they might exist is by taking eight of the 32 first-round losers
from the NCAA tourney each year,
and stage a shoot-out at the garden.
There arc always a number of wild
upsets in the first round, which
could end up being a bonanza rather
than a Dunkirk for the NIT.
The only drawback is they'd have
to get permission from Shawnee
Mission to do that, and I'd bet the
farm, Shawnee might be a little slow
on the draw.
The NIT could also consider in-

11111W Cllllll,
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presents
the return of the

MINI SKIRT CONTEST!
Wednesdays thru April4
$1,000 1sf prlz• • $GOO 2nd prlu
• $200 3rd prlz• •

viting four European teams against
four predominantly eastern teams to
get the regional flavor that would
attract the student bodies and alumni. Again, those four might be
schools that didn't make the NCAA.
Start of the season, a pre-season
shoot-out on Thanksgiving
weekend, bringing in eight dyna-

Unless one of those three options
becomes reality, it's tap city for the
NIT. The first option won't happen
because it would take away something from the NCAA Tourney, and
since they're in competition dollarwise and publicity-wise, it's doubtful the NCAA would be that charit·
able. Look for Scrooge McDuck to
open his value first.
The problem with the second option is that it would need the clearing
of various basketball associations to

Jet the Europeans play, because
you'd need some type of sanction,
It'd have to be cleared through the
World Federation, through the
NCAA, the State Department and
maybe even Ronnie the Hotline.
Too much red tape.
The problem with the third idea is
that most coaches want to start their
seasons with cupcakes, sure wins,
and don't want to risk a slip in the
rankings or a team letdown by playing, and possibly losing to
heavyweights right out of the gate.
Believe me, coaches spend
months trying to find the weakest
teams they can play. They look for
teams that wear snowshoes on the
court, and hnve at least three guys
that still use the two-hand dribble.
So, barring a parting of the Red
Sea, it looks like March 26 and 28
will be the last two garden parties for
the NIT. The tide, it seems, has gone
out, and there's no more sand in the
hourglass.

COORS LIGHT/GALLES
Silver Bullet
On Display
1983 Eogle GR4 Showcor

~~It of the

Earth
Boo't{'and Penoaicals

Wed, March 7, 1984 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fountain Area of SUB

TUESDAY Mar. 6, 7Ptt?
presents...

Pe.,.,y

LERNOVX

IN

.
.
WE mUST

speaking on "IN BANKS WE l'RUST, American
Pocketbooks and Human Rights in Latin America."
After the presentation Ms. Lernoux will do .a
boolcai~inr·
Sponsera of this event include •• ,
Interfaith Advocates for Justice
United Campus Ministry at UNM
ASUIIM Speakers Committee
SOLAS

W()()dward Hall, VNM

PENNY LERNOUX
do OfiJii lfll£""'-1:

A Doubleday Book

info .. 265-9473

l'.tl't' H,

Nr•v..

.\kXll'O

!Ja1l1, Lohu, l\1arch

1,,

I'JX4
PROH~~~IO"<AL l'I'PINC.i. TIU~~•:s. Rep•Hts.
ll!M. Campu> pi•kupidchvery. 2Rt-2913.
~17
wt: UO QliAUfYrc;idenual painting. Interiors and
extennn at rca1onahle rates. For free e1umate m
llmver"ll area, <all V!'tor 242-7096 or Tony 24370~8.
3/9
HOCE!IffS'PAGt:. [)egreed typilt. 344·3345.
3128
WORO l'ltOCE;SSING. Flvt: years experience.
Highell quality, term papers, dissertations, resumes,
Spelltng, editing. 822·0342.
316
• Tlit' WORO Mll.L: Six years professional typing,
etliung Englhh MA. Near UNM. 256-0916.
317
TAX Pi!Jo:PARATIONS266·0863.
3123
MARC'S C;Uil'AR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 26S·331S.
tfn
'>OH CONl'ACT U;NSE.'i are now very reasonable
for e\erything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
lye Clmic, aero" from LaBelles, SOI9 Menaul NE.
HBR-4778.
tfn
('ONTACIS·POLISIIIN<J, SOLUTIONS Casey
Ortical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
A('('lJRA'U; 1!1/ •. 0RMAllON ABOUT con·
tra..-eption. sterililUtiOn, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
I'RU.i:-<ANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
IJRI9.
tfn

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
l)cadline is 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.

Housing

131 Marron Hall
Las N otic las

Food/Fun

IJIE TRAILBI.AZF.R M~:t:TING scheduled for
Wrune1day ha1 been postponcu un1il March 21. Sam~
ume, same place. II ave a gre~t break ya'll.
317
~-orluiM-oR f;s, om YOU know that the Navy will
N"e you an rndu<trinatlon Oight in a Navy Aircraft to
1ce 1f n\iation h fur vou ..,And a two-year scholarship
111 fnli\h sdwul with. To ~cc if )'OU qunlify, caii766~M
U6
'oJ.:AiniNI-:: Al'l'l.l( AJION'i t'OR 1984·8~ Spurs
nrc due hidny, Mnrch •! in room 1129 Mesa Vista.
Apphratmns tan he ph.kcd up in the same room.
Mnre rntn. at 271-4271.
319
'N'f.~Wl "t:Aitm<1tANGt~'i Survival Jlandbook"
b~ i'Jge llrvnnt. A~ailable from your local
""''klcllcrs.
316
It:AR!IIIIOW TO pick up women at bar, disco, and
part1cr,. Tlu~ book will help you. Send SIO rheck or
money order to: Stanley ('ooks Enterprizes, 3232 San
Mateo Nh Suite OS I, Albuq. NM 87110.
3/19
Jl!NIORS WITH 3.0 minimum OPA interested In
Mortur Board: Information available at student
a<thillesccnter in SUB. Due March 9.
316
('UID? Mt:ETING7 t;VENTI Advertise in Las
Nottda~. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
dcpurtmcnts and organizations.
tfn

TIIEWALLSAREcrawling.
3t6
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Daily Lobo has a
place for your classlficds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sale~ and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
today in "Food/Fun.".
tfn

Personals
POOKS, TIIA~KS FOR the hut two years. They've
been the greatest! Love, Papa.
3/6
CONNIF;, I LOVE you. Mikie.
3/6
D.M. IAUAS Sl.URPEE stirrer), you are loved!
Wi~h I were the only one. l.ove, your slur pee holder.
316
IIEY PI nt:TA Phi. Dlow that lambda twinkle aclloJI
tiff Party with the Sigma Alpha Epsilon's in
Malallan.
316
RO<'IIt; BABY, ONLY three more days, and we'll be
rn Vegas, so J1ang in there. Good luck on your tem.
Your pumpkin still loves you.
3!6
PI Pill'S, TIIANKS fnr a 11rcat e~change Friday
night! The men orl.amtida Chi.
3;6
SE.,D YOl'R Mt~~AGE to that spc,lalsomeoneor
ft•cnds and fnnuly. Make contact with a message in
1hc d;mifl~ds today Deadline; I p.m. the day before
m~cttmn. 131 Marron flail.
tfn

Services
'JlJTORING- MATIIEMATIC.~. STATISTJ(~,
f'rench - Masters degrccd instructor. Rea~onable.
266,4247 evenings.
3119
IIOit'iEDACK RIQJNG I,F.'i.'IONS. hperienced
instructor teache~ English, Western, Jumping, etc.
Beginner to udvanced, Reasonable rates. Jeanette
822-8473.
3/9
EXPERT TYPING, OUTSTANUING resumes.
3/19
Professional writing. 881·0313.
PROH:SSIONAL QUALITY TYPING for your
school papers. Call Virginia day or evening. 2963096.
3/8
241JOUR TYPING service. 298·5110.
4/24
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, EDmNG. Mary. Days
881·1124. Evenlngs26S·I088.
3/30

I.OOKING FOR A considerate, mature housemate.
Near LJNM. $83.75 plus utilities. No smoke. h) 243·
2096 w) 345·3311 x2132. (James).
317
f'EMALE GRAD STUDENT roommate wanted:
Share 2·bd, 2-bath apt. with pool. Rent SI6S/mo. 1V.
elec. Caii268-80S6 after 10 p.m. Keep trying.
317
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share fur·
nished house on campus. Utilities, laundry included,
$195/mo. 242·667 8.
3119
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY AVAILABLE only to
mature responsible quiet individual with references.
Ten minutes from UNM in quiet neighborhood. 255·
5966.
3119
WORKINI; MOTHER NEEDS two female room·
mates to share NE home. $175/mo. v, ulliities. 883·
1027.
3/19
A ONE RD liM furnished apt. Utilities included
$28Stmonth. 268·0525.
3112
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent. Partially
rurni~he-J. UNM area. $185/month. 266-6872.
317
FOR RENT MARCH thru August. Three bedroom
house rive minutes from UNM. S375/month. 242·
4786
3/6
THE CITADEl.: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mQ., for one person, $250/mo, for 2
peuons, all utilities paid, St 75 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-8392.

SSAT·PSAT

~]~

GRE BID• TOEFL

GIIE PS1CII·PCAT ,

DAT·ICAHATL
OCAT·- 1·2·3
liPS ·ISliP ·11118
FIGEIS·CGFIIS
~ CPA·IICLEl·RI
I SI'EEOREADIIIIHI.CB·u
I ESl ROIEW·REX 1·2·3
L~~TO LAW SCHOOL

)/6

COMMADORI•. VIC-20 WITH data-set. $100. 2558066.
tin
GIRI.'S UIREE SPEED huffy bike. Good •on·
dition. $10. Call evening>; 345·4808
316
Cl,A!iSIJiU;Db WORK! SELL your bil;ycle. stamp
collection "r what-have-vou in the 'V~w Mexico Daily
l.obo cla1sif1ed adverti1ement1.
lfn

Travel

Employment

Lost & Found

NEED SOMEONE TO do some •olorful geometric
designs for nw Please contact Boone, 265·4936 afler
7 p.m. daily.
3119
St'MMi::RSTAH': C'OUNS.:J.Oit'i, n'ok>, Nurse1,
Riding ln;truc!lm, Wrangler\, Maintenanoe. AN·
DERSON CA~PS will mtcrv1ew intereltcd prrson~
with two years college on March 9. Chc~k w1th fhe
Part Time Employment Office.
3:6
SEI.L AVON PROOlTCTS. Earn good money.
Enjoy flexible hours. Call Avon, 34S-176S.
319
SliMMER CAMP COUNSELOR recruitment day
will be held, Wed., March 7, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. west
lobby Johnson Gym. Come talk to camp represen·
tatives.
3!7
WORK TiiREE EVENINGS, Saturdays. Earn $75
wkly. Must have auto. Phone 10 a.m. to I :00 p.m.
only. 266-7888.
317
WANTED: GAMES ROOM table custodian
two
hours daily, 10 p.m.•midnight. Work study qualified
317
preferred. Contnct Randy at 277·6492.
CIVIL ENGINEERS- PEACE Corps has two-year
international assignments beginning this summer in
road constructlon/struclural engineering and
water/sanitation engineering. BAlDS In Civil
Engineering required. Ca11277-2961.
3/6
S,W. BRONZE FOllNORY needs an experienced
artist technician. Call for appointment 242·7489.
I 501 First NW.
3/6
CRUISESliiPS ARE lURING! Sl6·S30,000!
Carribean, Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory,
newsletter. J.(916) 944·4444 ext. unewme~icocruisc.
3/30

COMMUTER PASS FOlTND. Ciai'TI at Daily Lobo,
Room 131.
3tt\
l'l.AIM YOl:R LOSf rossessi<ln' a! Campu> Police
~~~~:()(!p.m. d~ily.
tfn

-

SPRING BUl:AK IN San hands.o two nder'
needeu. Cuii26S·5117.
3/"1
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip. atl\cnture or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfu

Miscellaneous
REAl. f:STA TE CONTRACTS - turn your REC
into green dollars. Or mve1t in REC's. Earn 18' ·,or
more! UoydWnght. 881-0313.
3/19
CHECK IT OliT - Kaufman's West, a real army·
navy store, is moving to 1660 Eubank, between
Constitution and Indian School, in early March.
Bigger store, same bargains.
3/6
CANNOT AFFORD INSURAN($7 Are current
payments (premiums) too high? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel nnd studems.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, and life Insurance. No pressure or
pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at292-0SII (days and
evcmngs).
316
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today. 131 Marron flail.
tfn
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ASH WEDNESDAY
SERVICES
:March 7
12:15 pm Eucharist
5:30 pm Eucharist with musk•

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

YOU AIN'T
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The 1oprs
are opel)!

Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247:9591
also at

EDUCA110NAL CENtER
Tesl Preparation SpeaalisiS
S.t!Ce 1938

5306 c~nual,

Pfea~e Cal!

265-2524

sw

536-0IU

11700 M&~~alll Blvd, NE

299-6666

11135 Candelllla, HW

345.a561

1121-7262
5500 Audemy, N£
Alto In Rio Rancho

Classes

$1.50 Off
Get$; 50olf any 1s· Domtno·s Ptzza'"'
lrmited Oeloverv Area
Offer good at aH l\lbtlquerque stores
\... t.
ui.J.;VP"r.U...t
CoD~~"" ai5o qooj fer t<1rtt CJt

£<P•ICS Apr 12 1964

262-1662

~-~----------

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

75¢0ff
Get 75c off any custom made
Domina's Pizza and eilJOY one
delicious pizzat
Ltmlltd Oetlverv Ar ...
Offer· good at all Albuquerque stores
0"f•

"~U~ll ,.,~~f''f'/li1:

C<lupon atso good for catry·c·ut
Expire~

Apr 12. 1984

262-1662
;38?() Central S.E.

_....,j

..
..-

~L. TtlOML\£> of Ci\NTEQBUQY EPk\)CC)PAL CtlUQCII

tl'niwrsity and Ashl

OLDTOWN

ClASSES FORMING NOW AT

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.

l068.

Com<' join us in worship

Makers of Handmade
lndtan Jewelr)·

~-H IICAIPUIN

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
I
I
Hours:
I
11 am -1 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am- 2 am Fri. & Sat.
I
I
C.t984 Domtf\OS Ptzza Inc

J 19
TOYOTACOROLI.A 72'. SI400.299·20Sl.
3119
TRIP FOil IWO to Mazatlan! $379 a pie•e.
Include~: hotel lor f1ve days and air fare. Call 243-

I'ARY.HME JOB afternoons and evenings. Mustl:e
21 \ears old. Mu1t be able to work hiday and
'iat~nlay mghts. Apply in pmon, no phone ~alb
plea,e. Saveway l.iquorStorc at SS16 Menaui NE and
5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
3/16
A1UUNES HIRING! STEWARDf:SSl:S, re1er·
vationilts! $14-$39,000. Wmldwide! Call for
directory, guide, new1lcner. 1-(916! 944-4444 e~t.
unewmexicoair.
3 '30

Wlragon

N0.1 IN TEST
PREPARATION

For Information

1967 DODGE DART. $200. Mu;t sell. 8B- 121R

c:;overed

HADONEYEI?
i SAT·ACT·GMAT

For Sale

ACROSS
1 Command
5 Medicine
servings
10 Auditors
14 Monster
15 Escape
16 Forfeited
17 Pudding
19 Bone: prefix
20 Overcome
211nsight
22 Arrange
23 Valleys
25 Time unit:
abbr.
26 Bullring garb
30 -compos
mentis
31 Collect
34Antelope
36 Different
38 Malt liquor
39 Grandaunt:
2wds.
42 Inner: prefix
43 Snouts
44 Washes
down
45 Drive mad
47 Reptile
49 Used to be
50 One or more

51 French river
53 Has to
55 Tex. univ.
56 Demonstrate
61 Not pro
62 Janitors
64 Old highroad
65 Broker
66 Was: lat.
67 Mythology
68 Prying: Var.
69 Several
DOWN
1 Cheats
2 Eskimo home
3 Mideasterner
41ncllne
5 Abase
6 Palm leaf:
Var.
7 Undersea
wealth:
2wds.
8 Selvages
9 Observed
10 House area
11 Carriage:
2wds.
13 Worry
18 Rumen
24 Pillages
25 Bible woman

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

Hi:-E'+i-t::-

26 Gave up
27 Marshal
28 Old pro
291nsect
31 Harden
32 Young eel
33 Peewee35 Mr. Thomas
37 German
region
40 Negative
41 Draw
46 Total
48 Pleasing

51 Insect stage
52 Stowe
heroine
53 Armor
54.Preposition
55 Peruse
57D.O.E.
et. al
58 Octavia's
spouse
59 Gorge
60This:Sp.
63Compass
direction

